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XenServer Administration Handbook: Practical Recipes for Successful DeploymentsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Packed with practical advice, this hands-on guide provides valuable information you need to most effectively optimize and manage the XenServer open source virtualization platform. Whether you run a modest installation of a few blades or multiple global enterprise datacenters, this book focuses on the most critical issues you’re...
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C# Essentials (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
Concise but thorough, this second edition of C# Essentials introduces the Microsoft C# programming language, including the Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) and .NET Framework Class Libraries (FCL) that support it. This book's compact format and terse presentation of key concepts serve as a roadmap to the...
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CSS Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
As the industry standard method for enriching the presentation of HTML-based web pages, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow you to give web pages more structure and a more sophisticated look. But first, you have to get past CSS theory and resolve real-world problems. 

For those all-too-common dilemmas that...
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Essential SharePoint 2007: A Practical Guide for Users, Administrators and DevelopersO'Reilly, 2007
If your business needs to control its documents, structure its workflow, or share information over the Web, you need SharePoint. It’s simply the quickest way to fill those needs using standard tools business users already know: Microsoft Office and Internet Explorer. Best of all, SharePoint is free (well, kind of); SharePoint Services are...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
If you are a Web content developer these days, you have a lot of information to keep track of.  You need to stay current on the relevant Web specifications, like HTML, CSS, DOM, and ECMAScript.  You also need to know how the latest Web browsers from Netscape and Microsoft actually implement these standards, since browser implementations of the...
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jQuery Cookbook (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	jQuery simplifies building rich, interactive web frontends. Getting started with this JavaScript library is easy, but it can take years to fully realize its breadth and depth; this cookbook shortens the learning curve considerably. With these recipes, you'll learn patterns and practices from 19 leading developers who use jQuery for...
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User Story Mapping: Discover the Whole Story, Build the Right ProductO'Reilly, 2014

	
		User story mapping is a valuable tool for software development, once you understand why and how to use it. This insightful book examines how this often misunderstood technique can help your team stay focused on users and their needs without getting lost in the enthusiasm for individual product features.

	
		Author Jeff...
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Programming iOS 6O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get a solid grounding in all the fundamentals of Cocoa Touch, and avoid problems during iPhone and iPad app development. With this revised and expanded edition, you’ll dig into Cocoa and learn how to work effectively with Objective-C and Xcode. This book covers iOS 6 in a rigorous, orderly fashion—ideal whether...
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Java Performance: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coding and testing are often considered separate areas of expertise. In this comprehensive guide, author and Java expert Scott Oaks takes the approach that anyone who works with Java should be equally adept at understanding how code behaves in the JVM, as well as the tunings likely to help its performance.

	
		You’ll...
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Making Sense of Data: Designing Effective VisualizationsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		You have a mound of data sitting in front of you and a suite of computation tools at your disposal. And yet, you’re stumped as to how to turn that data into insight. Which part of that data actually matters, and where is this insight hidden?

	
		If you’re a data scientist who struggles to navigate the murky space...
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HTTP Pocket Reference : Hypertext Transfer ProtocolO'Reilly, 2000

This book describes HTTP, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol. It provides a high level description of how the protocol works, along with reference information on client requests and server responses. Included are dumps of HTTP transactions, as well as tabular data that summarizes most of the standardized parameters used in...
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sendmail, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The new edition of sendmail has been completely revised to cover sendmail 8.12--a version with more features and fundamental changes than any previous version of the Unix-based email routing program.  Because the latest version of sendmail differs so significantly from earlier versions, a massive rewrite of this...
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